Solid Models are the critical data elements in modern Computer-Aided Design (CAD) environments, describing the shape and form of manufactured artifacts. Their growing ubiquity has created new problems in how to effectively manage the many models that are now stored in the digital libraries for large design and manufacturing enterprises. Existing techniques from engineering literature and industrial practice, such as group technology, rely on human-supervised encodings and classification; techniques from the multimedia database and computer graphics/vision communities often ignore the manufacturing attributes most significant in the classification of models. This paper presents our approach to manufacturing similarly assessment of solid models of mechanical parts based on machining features. Our technical approach is three-fold: (1) perform machining feature extraction; (2) construct a model dependency graph (MDG) from the set of machining features; (3) partition the models in a database using a measure of similarity based on the MDGs. We introduce two heuristic search techniques for comparing MDGs and present empirical experiments to validate our approach using our testbed, the National Design Repository.
Introduction
We present an approach to comparing the manufacturing similarity of solid models of machined artifacts based on their machining features. Increasingly, manufacturing enterprises must maintain vast digital libraries and databases of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided Process Planning (CAPP) knowledge. Such information includes the parametric solid models of parts and assemblies, as well as Numeric Control (NC) machining programs, production plans and cost data.
Our research goal is to develop methods to interrogate large knowledge-bases of solid models of machined artifacts in order to enable variational process planning and cost estimation. This work is part of the National Design Repository project 1 , which is an ongoing effort to collect and archive "open source" CAD data and solid models and develop data management technologies for handling engineering information.
Given that we have a large Repository we wish to search, and a new solid model to use as a query, our technical approach, which is illustrated in Figure 1 , is three-fold:
1. Perform feature extraction to map the solid model to a set of machining features.
If operating inside a CAD environment, one could plan to retain the design features as new models are created.
2 However, as has been often noted, design features are not necessarily in one-to-one correspondence with manufacturing features. For legacy data and for solid models that are converted between modeling systems, there may not be any readily available feature information. Our work uses volumetric STEP AP 224 machining features acquired from the models by automatic feature recognition. Note that this paper uses existing feature identification technologies and does not present a new feature recognition technique-rather, we present a whole new domain for in which feature recognition can be employed.
Construct a model dependency graph (MDG) from the set of machining features.
Given the set of machining features for an artifact, our model dependency graph represents an intermediate data structure to be used to model feature interactions and dependencies. Our belief, which this paper empirically tests, is that machined parts with similar feature sets and similar feature interactions have a high probability of possessing similar manufacturing plans. Model dependency graphs capture the feature interactions in a given set of features and are used as basis for comparisons among the CAD models.
3. Query by Example: Partition the models in the database according to a measure of similarity to the query model.
Our database consists of 259 models taken from the National Design Repository. Based on their model dependency graphs, interrogation of the Repository becomes a task of comparing the MDG of a query part to those in the database. The specific comparison that we are interested in is that of the largest common subgraph (LCS). The general problem of determining the LCS for a given pair of graphs is NP-complete (Garey and Johnson, 1979) . This paper introduces several heuristic techniques to solve LCS in the context of our problem:
First, we can check for the existence of a subgraph isomorphism much more efficiently than we can find the specific LCS mapping. If one exists, we know the LCS is simply the smaller of the two model dependency graphs. If not, we turn to the LCS computation itself. We introduce an approach to the subgraph isomorphism problem based on a greedy, but complete, heuristic extension of Ullmann's algorithm (Ullmann, 1976) 
that we call Greedy Subgraph Isomorphism Checker (GSIC).
Second, for purposes of CAD model indexing, it is not necessary to find the largest common subgraph-what we really need is a measure of similarity. Our approach is to find a "sufficiently" large common subgraph of two MDGs and use it to estimate the edit distance between the MDGs and build a graph similarity measure. Hence, we can use an iterative improvement search algorithm for the largest common subgraph computation. Specifically, we employ a variant on hill-climbing/gradient descent search (Russell and Norvig, 1995) that exploits the feature information in the extracted machining features.
Third, there is a great deal of domain knowledge present in the CAD model and in the machining features that can reduce the search space. For example, we will only consider mappings that compare similar feature types (i.e., holes map to holes, not to pockets). Additional constraints about vertex degree and size, location, and orientation can also be considered. Also, domain knowledge (e.g., tolerances, manufacturing attributes, surface finish specifications, etc.) can be used to further reduce the searchspace size.
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Figure 1: Our three-fold approach: (1) perform machining feature extraction to map the query solid model to a set of volumetric STEP AP 224 machining features; (2) construct a model dependency graph from the set of machining features; (3) partition the models of the Design Repository according to a measure of similarity to the query model using an iterative improvement search across the models of the Repository.
This paper presents the approach, our algorithms for model comparison and empirical results based on a set of 259 real-world CAD models from the National Design Repository. The primary contribution of this research is our overall approach to performing machining similarity comparisons among manufactured artifacts found in modern engineering databases. Two key contributions within the approach include the formulation of the model dependency graph structure and the adaptation of heuristic and iterative improvement search algorithms to the comparison of these graphs. While the experimental data presented in this paper employs a specific feature identification technology, our approach is not limited to this technique and can be used with any feature recognition technique capable of finding interacting features.
We believe that this work is the first fully automated technique for machining feature-based comparisons of machined artifacts. To achieve this end, this work has created novel data structures, heuristic search and graph comparison techniques that can be applied to a number of important problems in engineering databases and manufacturing process planning (e.g., model indexing, variational process planning, process selection, and cost estimation). We believe that our work creates part of a foundation that will advance our abilities to manage digital data in distributed engineering enterprises. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents background research from the engineering, CAD and database communities. Section 3 introduces our technical approach to the problem, defining the model dependency graph structure and outlining the algorithmic techniques to compare them. Section 4 describes a set of experiments and our results when this technique is applied to a real dataset of CAD models. Section 5 gives our conclusions and directions for future work.
Background and Related Work
In engineering practice, indexing of parts and part families had been done with group technology (GT) coding (Snead, 1989) . Group technology facilitated process planning and cell-based manufacturing by imposing a classification scheme on individual machined parts. GT codes specified classes using alphanumeric strings. These techniques were developed prior to the advent of inexpensive computer technology, hence they are not rigorously defined and are intended for human, not machine, interpretation. At one level, we see our research as augmenting traditional group technology coding schemes by providing a completely digital process for storage and comparison of solid models. It should be noted, however, that at other levels the approach we advocate is not limited to categorization of solid models of machined parts. In recent experiments, we have begun to study how our graph-based approaches can be used to index assemblies, design process knowledge, and CAD data from other domains (e.g., AEC).
Machining Feature Recognition
In the areas of manufacturing process planning and solid modeling past research efforts have developed a variety of techniques for reasoning about geometric and topological information. Most related to the work in this paper is research on hint-based and trace-based recognition of volumetric machining features. Marefat et al. introduced a novel way of integrating evidence-based reasoning with geometry for process and inspection planning (Marefat and Kashyap, 1990; Marefat and Kashyap, 1992; Marefat et al., 1993 ). Marefat's more recent work has focused on how to more effectively adapt new planning techniques to process planning (Britanik and Marefat, 1995) . Vandenbrande, Han, and Requicha integrated knowledge-based systems with solid modeling to identify machining features and perform process planning for machined parts (Vandenbrande and Requicha, 1993; Vandenbrande and Requicha, 1994; Han and Requicha, 1994; Han and Requicha, 1995) . Some of the author's past work on geometric reasoning for manufacturing feature identification and process planning includes (Gupta et al., 1994; Regli et al., 1995; Regli et al., 1997) . Recent work by Gaines et al. generates volumetric feature instances directly from the shapes' machine tools from a tool library Gaines and Hayes, 2000) .
There are many other research papers and prototype feature recognition systems-each with its own strengths and weaknesses. For comprehensive literature surveys on feature recognition for machining, interested readers are referred to (Allada and Anand, 1995; Ji and Marefat, 1997; Han et al., 2000; Shah et al., 2001 ).
Comparisons of Shape and Solid Models
The literature in this area is rather brief, consisting of results from engineering, computer science and, in particular, computer vision communities. Elinson et al. used feature-based reasoning for retrieval of solid models for use in variant process planning (Elinson et al., 1997) . Cicirello and Regli examined how to develop graph-based data structures and create heuristic similarity measures among artifacts (Cicirello and Regli, 1999; Cicirello, 1999; Regli and Cicirello, 2000) work which this paper extends to manufacturing feature-based similarity measurement. Other recent work from the Engineering community includes techniques for automatic detection of part families (Ramesh et al., 2000) and topological similarity assessment of polyhedra (Sun et al., 1995) .
The mainstream computer vision research has typically viewed shape matching in approximate domains, such as from models generated from range and sensor data. Work at the University of Utah (Thompson et al., 1995; de St. Germain et al., 1996; Thompson et al., 1996) enables reverse engineering of designs by generating surface and machining feature information from range data collected from machined parts. Jain et al. have been working on handling multimedia data such as pictures (GIF, JPEG, etc.) and CAD data (Gupta and Jain, 1997) . Their approach is based on the creation of "feature vectors" from 2D images that capture concepts such as color, density, and intensity patterns. Their work in extending these techniques to 3D CAD data treats the CAD information as sets of point clouds (such as generated with range data) to be compared. While we believe these techniques hold promise, they fail to exploit the availability of 3D solid models representing the CAD data, as well as the engineering information included with CAD data about tolerances, design/manufacturing features, and inter-part relationships that occur in assemblies.
One example where CAD data is employed is the 3D Base System (Cybenko et al., 1996; Cohen, 1996) from Dartmouth College. 3D Base operates by converting CAD models (a solid model or surface model) into an IGES-based neutral exchange file. A voxel (3D grid) representation is generated from the IGES data and then used to perform pair-wise comparisons among the CAD files using geometric moments of the voxels and by comparing other pre-computed part features (such as surface area). Their work operates only on the gross-shapes of single parts and does not operate directly on the solid models. It does not consider information pertaining to manufacturing or design features, tolerances, or design knowledge that might be present in the corporate database; the voxelization approach would be impractical to scale to electro-mechanical assemblies, where inter-part relationships and models of function and behavior are much more significant than gross shape properties.
Many other techniques find their roots in computer vision and computer graphics (Bhanu, 1982; Stewman and Bowyer, 1990; Cohen and Wolfson, 1994) . These, while powerful, are not suitable for off-the-shelf use in similarity matching of solid models. Figure 1 illustrates the phases of our approach: first recognize features, second generate model dependency graphs and third compare graphs for part retrieval. We address each of these components in turn through the following Sections.
Technical Approach
Machining Feature Recognition
While our technical approach involves automatic recognition of machining features, this paper is not presenting specific new advances in feature recognition. In the context of this work, feature identification from solid models parallels that of image segmentation (Haralick and Shapiro, 1985) and its use in image databases, i.e., to find the semantically meaningful objects in a model (or image). The central contribution of this work is the methodology for machining similarity comparison of solid models, which is independent of which feature recognizer and which set of machining features one wishes to compare against. For our methodology, however, we assume three properties of the feature recognition module:
1. Recognizes Machining Features: Recognizers that return shape or form features are not of significant use in assessing machining similarity among artifacts. As has been noted previously , machining features contain manufacturing process knowledge in addition to shape information.
Recognizes Interacting Features:
Feature interactions significantly influence the process plans and selection of machining operations and fixtures (Regli and Pratt, 1996) . Further, all but the most trivial of machined parts have interacting features.
Potential to Return Multiple Feature Interpretations:
In some cases it might be useful to consider the feature space of available machining operations in order to assess the properties of an artifact. The problem of multiple interpretations has been widely studied (Han, 1997) and greatly influences selection of process plans. Using feature cover (i.e., the total set of possible machining features) to create the index allows comparisons among artifacts to broaden the consideration to include parts with process plans that come from similar feature spaces.
As noted earlier, there are many academic and research prototype feature identification systems (Allada and Anand, 1995; Ji and Marefat, 1997; Han et al., 2000; Shah et al., 2001) . Rather than create a special-case feature recognizer, we use one of the few available industrial systems: the Feature-Based Machining Husk (FBMach) (Brooks and Wolf, 1994; Brooks and Greenway Jr., 1995) from Honeywell, Federal Manufacturing Technologies in Kansas City. FBMach is a robust library of machining features and feature recognition algorithms. It comprises over 15 man-years of effort and several hundred thousand lines of C++ and ACIS code.
FBMach is, fundamentally, a hint-based feature recognition system. It employs three different approaches to define features: (1) automatic recognition, (2) interactive recognition and (3) manual identification. The automatic recognition uses a procedural algorithm to search for feature hints and then creates feature instances using the hints without user interaction. The interactive recognition allows the user to provide some hints for FBMach to use in generating the feature instances. For example, the user may identify a pocket by selecting its bottom face. The manual identification allows the user to create a feature instance by adding each face to the feature individually and defining each face's role in the feature (side, bottom, top, etc.) . FBMach implements a humansupervised reasoning approach, which has also been explored by van Houten (van Houten, 1991) along a different direction. Such human-supervised reasoning is often quite useful for producing good feature models.
We used a slightly modified version of FBMach that translated unattributed ACIS .sat-based solid models into sets of STEP AP 224 (Slovensky, 1994) NC machining feature volumes. The feature sets returned by FBMach were used to create the Model Dependency Graphs described in the next Section and were the basis of the empirical results described in Section 4. Examples of the feature recognition output are shown in Figures 1 and 3.
Definition and Generation of Model Dependency Graphs
A Model Dependency Graph (MDG) (Cicirello and Regli, 1999) is a high-level, intermediate representation of a solid model, its features and their inter-dependencies. An MDG is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with the following characteristics: (a) the nodes of this graph correspond to individual features, (b) an edge between two nodes corresponds to an interaction or dependence between the features-for example, in the case of volumetric features, this could be a non-empty intersection of the feature volumes. The direction on the edges capture the order that features were applied to create the model.
Note that a MDG, as defined above, encompasses any kind of feature for which an interaction can be defined. In this way, an MDG can refer to a part description in terms of design features (as shown in Figure 2 ) or machining features (as show in Figure 3) . In both cases, the precedence constraints among the features induce the direction of the edges in the MDG. For example, the design features are ordered based on the sequence of the design operations; the machining features could be ordered based on a process plan. (Cicirello and Regli, 1999) .
Observation: D-morphisms of Model Dependency
For a given pair of graphs
a D-morphism is formally defined in (Garey and Johnson, 1979) as a function 5 4 6 ' ¡ 8 7 ' £ such that for all
and such that for all
for which % @ 9 A 3 B 1 H C ) ¡ . As defined above, the MDG is not immediately applicable to a set of machining features for which the order of the operations is not known. In this paper we are considering machining features that are extracted post facto: we do not know what order they were applied and will not attempt to designate some arbitrary and meaningless ordering on the machine features.
3 Rather we will Figure 3 (a) illustrates the UMDG and its generation for a solid model of a bracket from the Design Repository. In this Figure can be seen the bracket itself along with the STEP AP 224 machining features that have been extracted using FBMach. For each of these features a node has been added to the UMDG that is labeled with attributes of the feature such as its type and dimensions. For each pair of nodes, an edge has been added if the two nodes interact (i.e., have a non-empty intersection of the feature volumes). Figure 3 (b) similarly illustrates the UMDG and its generation for the solid model of a torpedo motor.
Part Comparison and Retrieval
To compare the similarity of two solid models, compute the size of the largest common subgraph (LCS) of the corresponding UMDGs. The LCS problem is to find a pair of subgraphs, one from each of the two input graphs, such that the subgraphs in question are isomorphic to each other and the largest such subgraphs in terms of the number of edges. As noted earlier, the LCS is v73   v19  v20  v21  v22  v23  v24  v25  v26  v27  v28  v29  v30  v31  v32  v33  v34  v35  v36   v62   v37  v38  v39   v41   v40   v61   v42  v43  v44  v45  v46  v47  v48  v49  v50  v51  v52  v53  v54  v55  v56  v57  v58  v59   v60   v63   v79   v64  v65  v66  v68  v69  v77   v78   (a)   v0   v85   v1  v2  v3  v4  v5  v6  v7  v8  v9  v10  v11  v12  v13  v14  v15  v16 NP-complete and an algorithm computable in polynomial time is not likely to exist. We are primarily concerned with the manufacturing feature similarity among artifacts. Hence, knowing the absolute LCS of the UMDGs is not necessary. Instead, a "large enough" common subgraph is sought. There exist some inexact solutions in the literature including an approach using a two-stage Hopfield neural network (Shoukry and Aboutabl, 1996) and a meta-optimized genetic algorithm (Cicirello and Smith, 2000) . There are also some inexact solutions to the very closely related problem of error-correcting isomorphism including a decision tree approach (Messmer and Bunke, 1996) , a linear programming approach (Almohamad and Duffuaa, 1993) , and a genetic algorithm (Wang et al., 1997) .
We develop a heuristic method for the computation of the LCS based on a variant of iterative improvement search (specifically, hill-climbing/gradient descent) (Russell and Norvig, 1995) . To further refine and narrow the search space, our algorithm utilizes the domain knowledge present in the CAD model. For example, we will only consider mappings that compare similar feature types (i.e., holes map to holes, not to pockets). Additional constraints about vertex degree and size, location, and orientation can also be considered.
The following sections present our approach. While this is not guaranteed to find the absolute Input:
, the two graphs being tested. Output: true if the graphs are found to be isomorphic or false otherwise. ULLMANN(
LCS, it allows for a measure of manufacturing similarity based on the best result obtained from executing some number of restarts of the algorithm.
MDG Exact Matching Algorithm
The problem of determining whether a subgraph isomorphism exists is, in practice, a much easier problem computationally than computing the size of the LCS. Thus, before computing the LCS, we check for a subgraph isomorphism. If one exists, it implies that the LCS is the smaller of the graphs being compared. If one does not exist, we use our approximation algorithm to compute the LCS. Our exact algorithm for the subgraph isomorphism problem is a greedy heuristic extension of Ullmann's depth-first search based algorithm (Ullmann, 1976) . We now describe Ullmann's algorithm followed by the Greedy Subgraph Isomorphism Checker (GSIC) algorithm, our extension of Ullmann's algorithm.
Ullmann's Algorithm Ullmann's algorithm for subgraph isomorphism is perhaps the most widely used algorithm for subgraph isomorphism. Even today, more than 25 years after its development, researchers often compare the performance of their algorithms to that of Ullmann's. The complete original description of Ullmann's algorithm can be found in (Ullmann, 1976) . Since our algorithm is essentially built upon that of Ullmann, we here present a brief description. Ullmann's algorithm for subgraph isomorphism (see Figure 4 and Figure 5 ) is a depth first tree search. Each state in the search space is represented by a matrix are 0 if the corresponding nodes may not be mapped to each other in any isomorphism and 1 otherwise. The initial state is generated based on the degrees of the nodes. And although not discussed in (Ullmann, 1976) , it is clear that to handle attributed graphs simply incorporate the attributes into the initialization stage. That is, if the attributes of node Ullmann's algorithm then proceeds depth-first. Each successor state binds a node mapping Input:
, the two graphs being tested.
"
is the mapping matrix " previously described. is a sorted list of the nodes of the smaller graph
is the current level of the DFS. Output: true if the graphs are found to be isomorphic or false otherwise.
return true (12) return false represents a subgraph isomorphism. Ullmann's algorithm is described in Figure 4 and Figure 5 .
The worst case complexity of Ullmann's algorithm is exponential. This occurs if all or a large number of the elements of the " matrix are 1 and if the refinement procedure fails to reduce the search space. In practice, this worst case is far from typical; and Ullmann's algorithm is usually quite efficient.
Greedy Subgraph Isomorphism Checker (GSIC) As previously stated, Ullmann's algorithm for subgraph isomorphism is still widely used today. In the worst case, it requires exponential time. But in practice on graphs encountered in everyday applications, the time complexity is tractable. However, can we do better?
In an attempt to improve upon the performance of Ullmann's algorithm for subgraph isomor-
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Figure 6: The Greedy Subgraph Isomorphism Checker (GSIC) Algorithm. GSIC is a variation of Ullmann's Algorithm that includes a more extensive initialization phase and a greedy heuristic search.
phism, we describe the Greedy Subgraph Isomorphism Checker (GSIC). GSIC is a variation of Ullmann's algorithm that incorporates a greedy heuristic choice within the depth-first search of Ullmann's algorithm. It includes some other modifications as well. GSIC is described in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . The first of these modifications is in the initialization of the matrix " . Ullmann's algorithm initializes this matrix solely on the basis of the degrees of the nodes and the attributes of the nodes. GSIC will instead initialize time, where is the number of nodes in the graph, using a calculation of "all pairs shortest paths". Also incorporated into the initialization stage is the sum of the degrees of the adjacent nodes of a node. For isomorphism testing this value must be equal and for subgraph isomorphism testing this value for a node in the smaller graph must be no larger than that of a node in the larger graph to which it is mapped. This new initialization stage is referenced in line 1 of Figure 6 .
The next modification is the use of a greedy heuristic choice within the depth-first search procedure. Figure 7 shows this modification. Rather than choosing a node binding arbitrarily, GSIC chooses a node binding that produces an " with the fewest unbound nodes which can be accomplished algorithmically with the use of a priority queue of " matrices as seen in Figure 7 . To calculate the heuristic, the refinement procedure of Ullmann's algorithm is modified such that both refinement and this calculation of the heuristic are computed simultaneously. The fourth parameter of the calls to "REFINE2" in line 12 of Figure 7 and line 2 of Figure 6 is an output parameter that contains a list of not yet bound nodes of graph ¢ ¡ . The complexity of GSIC in the worst case is still exponential and occurs under the same conditions as the worst case of Ullmann's algorithm. GSIC does however suffer from a higher complexity initialization stage. To calculate the neighbor degree sums, if the graph was completely Input:
is the mapping matrix " previously described. is a sorted list of the not yet bound nodes of the smaller graph ¡ . Output: true if the graphs are found to be isomorphic or false otherwise. . However, this added complexity during initialization serves the purpose of reducing the branching factor of the search. This, in combination with the greedy heuristic, is why GSIC outperforms Ullmann's algorithm. 
MDG Approximate Matching Algorithm
In searching for the LCS, first, arbitrarily choose an initial mapping between the nodes of the two graphs (i.e., for each node of # ¡ choose at random a node of £ such that no two nodes of # ¡ are mapped to the same node of £ ). Next, swap the mappings of the two nodes that reduce the value of the evaluation function the most. If there is no swap that reduces the value of the evaluation function, but there are swaps that result in the same value (i.e., a plateau has been reached), choose one of those at random. The algorithm ends when either every possible swap increases the value of the evaluation function or it makes random moves on the plateau. Values of ranging from Input:
is the number of moves to make on a plateau before giving up. Output: ¦ ¡ if the LCS is found to correspond to a subgraph isomorphism. Otherwise, is returned where is the number of mismatched edges when the algorithm halts. LCSGRADIENTDESCENT( 
is the smaller of the two graphs being compared,
is the larger of the two graphs, and are inconsistent in terms of their attributes and false otherwise. In the experiments considered in this paper, node consistency is based only on the type of features the nodes represent. Additionally, this can include domain knowledge such as tolerances, manufacturing attributes, surface finish specifications, etc. 
, the two graphs being compared. is the number of restarts. 
Figure 9: The similarity assessment algorithm. This algorithm calls both GSIC and LCSGradientDescent.
periments that are described later, the node labels were simply the type of feature, such as "hole" or "pocket". However, by incorporating more information into the node labels such as dimensions or orientation, we can further restrict allowable mappings which will increase the algorithm's performance by reducing the search space. Incorporating more information in the node attributes will also obtain a more meaningful similarity measure. For example, by incorporating a notion of dimension into the attributes then a really large block with a tiny hole will not be found similar to a little block with a larger hole. Figure 8 is the algorithm developed and described for computing the largest common subgraph using iterative improvement. In the algorithm, Pairings refers to the mapping between the nodes of the two graphs. And GETRANDOMPAIRINGS returns a random mapping as described above. is the evaluation function that counts the number of mismatched edges given two graphs and a mapping between the nodes in these two graphs. BestSwap is the swap from the set of all possible swaps between pairings that results in a mapping with the smallest value for . APPLYSWAP returns the mapping that results from applying the given swap to the given mapping.
The algorithm is of polynomial time complexity. It takes¨% £ 1 time to choose the best swap. In the worst possible case, by choosing the best swap at each step the evaluation function is simply reduced by one and therefore can look for the best swap as many as ) t imes. It takes time in¨% ) 1 to compute the evaluation function. Also in this worst case, the algorithm reaches a plateau as often as possible and takes random moves on each of these plateau before finding the swap that reduces the evaluation function. Therefore the worst case complexity of the algorithm is
is a constant then the complexity is simply¨%
. Note that this complexity is greatest when a graph is fully connected, making the first term redundant, and thus can be further simplified to¨%
. To obtain a similarity measure, the smallest result of X executions of this algorithm is divided by the number of edges in the smaller of the graphs. Figure 9 is the random restart algorithm for similarity assessment. The worst case complexity is exponential due to the call to "GSIC" at the start, but in practice this step is performed very quickly as discussed previously and the bulk of the computation time is spent in the X restarts of the iterative improvement search. If one is worried about the potentially exponential time call to GSIC, then it should be noted that it is possible to handle this by keeping track of the number of backtracks in the GSIC algorithm and abandoning the GSIC call if some threshold number of backtracks is exceeded without determining whether or not a subgraph isomorphism exists. Depending on how such a threshold is set, it is possible to ensure an overall complexity for the Similarity algorithm of¨% Figure 10: Two of the test parts from the DOE TEAM Project. Note that, while they appear very similar, they have variations in features, geometry and topology-as well as orientation with respect to the world coordinate system. Both of these parts are available from the National Design Repository.
Empirical Results
We ran the FBMach feature recognizer over a set of 259 solid models for real world and realistic machined parts chosen from the National Design Repository. The feature output was used to generate MDGs for each of the models-these MDGs formed the index against which we performed queries. The parts were selected based on their diversity and that they were machined parts, many of which were from industry. We conducted several "query by example" experiments, selecting a representative solid model as a target and letting our matcher estimate the distance from the other models in the dataset to the target. Queries consisted of a linear sweep (¨% # 1 ) across all of the 259 models in the dataset.
Testbed Description: The National Design Repository. The National Design Repository (Regli and Gaines, 1997b; Regli and Gaines, 1997a ) is a digital library of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) models and engineering designs from a variety of domains. The objective is to further the state-ofthe-art in academic and industrial research in Computer-Aided Engineering by building a public catalog of real-world design examples. The Repository provides benchmark designs in a variety of formats to serve as reference data to aide developers and students. . When used as a query, the query processor identifies several parts, including variations on the bracket, in the "most similar" category; (b) The Bracket example: variations on the bracket appear in the near hits buckets; and (c) The Socket example-a variation on the socket appears in the nearest hit bucket.
The Repository currently contains over 55,000 files maintained in multiple data file formats. 5 Contributions have been made by many major research laboratories, companies and academic institutions. Currently there are 10 gigabytes of CAD models and related information. All data is freely available for users around the world. More information is available at http://www.designrepository.org. The distance between solid models is measured as the minimal percentage of mismatched edges as calculated over the course of several runs of the LCS approximate MDG matcher. Referring to the histograms, the vertical axis ( axis) is a count of the number of solid models falling into each one of the six buckets; the horizontal ¡ axis is the percentage of mismatched MDG edges (i.e., the ratio of mismatched edges to total number of edges in the smaller of the two MDGs). For example, referring to Figure 10 (b), there were 5 models whose MDG's exactly matched (or were embeddable in) that of the query model; 3 models with 20% or fewer mismatched edges; 5 models with 21%-to-40% mismatched edges; 15 with 41%-60% mismatches; 23 models with 61%-to-80%; and 208 models with greater than 80% mismatches. In this way, the histograms show a partition of the parts into groups based on the estimated distance between their MDG and the MDG of the query object.
How to interpret
The comparisons, as noted in Section 3, amounts to a subgraph isomorphism check and distance measure, the CPU time needed to execute these checks were quite reasonable-often running in real time. We hypothesize this performance is achieved because we are operating on labeled graphs and that the iterative improvement approach allows us to control the duration of the search. In this class of experiments, we ran the search with 10 random restarts and took the best matches of the 10 trials. Specific CPU times from a Sun UltraSPARC 30 workstation are noted below with each example.
Four Example Queries. Four (4) of the parts in the Repository were selected as query models. Their selection was based on the knowledge that, in each case, there were models existing in the Repository which indeed would have similar process plans. Figures 10 (a) and (b) show the two TEAM Parts, from the US Department of Energy's Technologies Enabling Agile Manufacturing (TEAM) Project. Note that they are both three axis machined parts with minor variations in features, geometry and topology. When TEAM2 was used as a query (Figure 10 (b) ), TEAM (Figure 10 (a) ) and several other three axis machined parts with similar features and topology appear in the near hit category. For this query, it took 304.71 CPU seconds to search across all 259 models. The GSIC stage of the algorithm took 1.48 CPU seconds so almost instantly we were able to find the parts in the most similar partition of the Repository. GSIC found 5 parts for which a subgraph isomorphism exists.
TEAM Part:
Simple Bracket: Figure 11 (a) shows a simple bracket, a part with about a dozen possible machining features that can be made in three or four set ups (depending on tolerance constraints). The histogram shows the result of comparing the features in this model to those of the others in our Repository. For this query, it took 5.4 CPU seconds to search across all 259 models (0.08 seconds for the GSIC stage of the algorithm). GSIC only found a single part for which a subgraph isomorphism exists. The hill climber, however, found 3 parts in the next most similar category.
Bracket: Figure 11 (b) shows a more complex bracket structure. The histogram of results from this query show two variations on the bracket appearing in the left-most classes of models. Note that these variations change the setups and the feature types (drilled holes to machined slots) but have similar shape properties. Additionally, there are two other variations on the bracket (not shown here) that are found in the left-most buckets. Further note that the vast majority of models fall into the least similar categories. For this query, it took 21.27 CPU seconds to search across all 259 models (0.23 seconds for the GSIC stage of the algorithm). GSIC found 14 parts for which a subgraph isomorphism exists. Figure 11 (c) shows the Socket example, consisting of 22 machining feature instances and machinable in four setups. Note that a near duplicate of the socket appears in the most similar category. For this query, it took 95.44 CPU seconds to search across all 259 models (0.49 seconds for the GSIC stage of the algorithm). GSIC found 21 parts for which a subgraph isomorphism exists.
Socket:
Discussion. In each of the four experiments, the results returned do indeed correspond, subjectively, to our intuition about the machining process. Particularly noteworthy is that for each query, all variations of the query part contained in the database appear in the nearest hits buckets. Also, on average for a query, well over 80% of the database appears in the least similar category. We should expect such a large quantity of parts to be dissimilar to a query part given the diversity of data sources contained in the National Design Repository. This shows that our approach is capable of finding the obviously structurally similar parts (i.e., the variations on the query part) while simultaneously filtering out the vast majority of non-similar parts. The current experiments exploit feature parameters, dimensions and other geometry and shape information. In reality, however, tolerance information will be critical to consider. We see the above results as a proof-of-concept, hinting that tolerance and other more sophisticated engineering knowledge could be incorporated into the approach to great benefit-such as to reduce the search-space size and to require matches to be more exact. Validation of this work, thus far, has only been empirical. The Design Repository, while it contains thousands of CAD models, few of these models contain tolerances or process plan information-most are unattributed boundary representations. Additional work needs to be done to properly and objectively evaluate the information content and scalability of these and other solid model retrieval techniques. This paper presented our approach to using machining features as an index-retrieval mechanism for storing solid models. We believe that this work represents the first fully automated technique for machining feature-based comparisons of machined artifacts. Our hope is that this type of approach, combining raw b-Rep data with machining feature knowledge, will enable radical changes in the way in which design data is managed in modern engineering enterprises.
Our approach enables us to interrogate large databases of solid models and perform queries based on manufacturing similarities among the artifacts. While we have not yet performed a comprehensive analysis of the manufacturing data for each of the parts in our Design Repository, our empirical results using a subset of this dataset suggest that this is a promising approach to information and data management for design and manufacturing process knowledge.
Research contributions include both our overall approach to the problem (i.e., depicted in Figure 1) and the specific elements we used to realize it: formalization of the model dependency graphs and the new heuristic search techniques we developed to compare them. We believe that these data structures and algorithms will have applicability beyond their original use in this project. Some of the areas we are current exploring for future work include:
A Model Indexing and Query Scheme: We showed that the MDG is a useful mechanism for the indexing and retrieval of models in CAD databases and can be employed using a "query by example" paradigm. Using algorithms for computing the largest common subgraph, and introducing some engineering domain knowledge, we have created a general technique for indexing large numbers of solid models and retrieving them based on the similarity of their machining features. We believe that this technique can be refined and will have impact on how CAD data is stored and managed.
Variational Process Planning Search Engine: Based on the MDG, one can create query artifacts that partition the database of solid models into different morphism classes-based on how similar in structure each model is to the query model. We believe that this approach can be refined to detect meaningful part classes and families in large sets of engineering models. This can form the basis for more intelligent Product Data Management (PDM) systems and tools for variational design and variant process planning.
Process Selection and Cost Estimation Engine:
Corporate Design and Manufacturing databases often store manufacturing cost and process data. With the techniques presented, we can design Active CAD Agents that assist designers during detailed design by comparing the in-process design artifact to those previously created. In this way, the agent can provide feedback on potential manufacturing process choices (e.g., when a design that is categorized as similar was made with stereolithography, perhaps stereolithography should be considered for the new design) and expected cost (e.g., using data from the existing process plan for similar parts).
Currently, our research considers only plain, unattributed solid models-there are no tolerances, manufacturing attributes, surface finish specifications, etc. In the future, we believe that additional domain knowledge can be used to refine our techniques. Information about engineering tolerances, surface finishes, constraints and parametric, etc. all can be used to augment the basic techniques presented here. Such information can be used to further prune the search-space by further limiting which features can be matched by the MDG comparison algorithm. For example, currently a feature of type "A" in one model can be matched to any feature of type "A" in a second model. The incorporation of additional attributes can limit which features of type "A" are allowed to match. In addition to reducing the search-space size and thus the computation time required by the search, this added information can also be used to allow the user to specify how close of a match they are interested in and which attributes are important to the user. Further, we would like to explore how to implement multiple feature views onto the Repository by including feature data generated by different feature recognition techniques.
